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Abstract—In this paper, we present a cooperative localization
algorithm for wireless sensor networks. We adopt an RSS-based
localization algorithm due to its lower complexity with respect to
other ranging techniques such as TOA or AOA. Since the energy
consumption is a key aspect in sensor networks, we propose a
node selection algorithm in order to avoid the use of all the
nodes in the network for positioning purposes. Thus, we derive
a practical solution tailored to the strict requirements of sensor
networks in terms of complexity, size and cost. In particular,
nodes in the network select the cooperating nodes by simply
comparing their received RSS with a threshold. We present
results based on both computer simulations and experimentation
with the Crossbow IRIS motes showing that the proposed scheme
offers a good trade-off in terms of position accuracy vs. energy
consumption.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, location estimation in wireless sensor networks (WSN) has raised a lot of interest from researchers.
The idea of having sensing data whithout any information of
the location does not make sense. Existing techniques, such as
GPS, are, usually, inappropriate in large scale networks, due to
the increase in the cost and size of the nodes. For that reason
a variety of location estimation techniques has been proposed
for wireless sensor networks [1].
Existing algorithms could be classified as: centralized versus
distributed, and non-cooperative versus cooperative. In centralized algorithms, it is a central processor that receives all
the information and calculates the position of all the network
nodes. This central processor will probably not have any
processing limitation, but on the other hand, this solution limits
the scalability of the system. Hence, centralized solutions are
not very attractive for large scale networks, where distributed
algorithms are prefered.
The second classification differentiates between the cooperative and non-cooperative techniques [2]. We assume that
a network is formed by nodes with known position, called
reference or anchor nodes, and nodes without knowing their
position, called non-located nodes. In non-cooperative techniques, non-located nodes are only able to communicate with
reference nodes. On the other hand, cooperative techniques al-
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low an non-located node to communicate with any node either
anchor or non-located. In general, cooperative techniques can
increase localization performance in terms of both accuracy
and coverage.
Typically, all these methods consist in two phases. The first
phase is the measurement phase, in which nodes estimate
signal metrics based on direct communications with the other
nodes. And the second phase is the location-update phase, in
which the nodes modify their own state using the estimated
signal metrics and state information of the rest of the nodes.
The most common techniques used in the measurement
phase are: received signal strength (RSS), time-of-arrival
(TOA), and angle-of-arrival (AOA) [3], [4]. With these techniques, relative distances between nodes are estimated by
means of a packet exchange between nodes. These range
measurements will be affected by different sources of error that
will cause uncertainty at the distance estimation. In the case of
TOA-based [5] or AOA-based systems [6], one could obtain
an accurate estimation, but complexity is increased due to the
necessity of specific protocols (TOA) or additional hardware
requirements (AOA).
RSS-based estimations are based on the well-known radio
propagation pathloss model. This technique has become the
most inexpensive and simple one because RSS or RF signals
can be measured during normal transmissions between nodes.
The major sources of error are shadowing and multipath
signals, that complicates the a priori modeling of the channel.
Indeed, the error introduced in the measurements is multiplicative with the distance [3]. This behavior introduces a problem
in cooperative algorithms. Basically, distance estimates are
degraded when the cooperation between distant nodes is
allowed [7].
In this paper, we focus on cooperative localization based
on RSS. In order to reduce the effect of RSS impairments,
we propose a node selection algorithm aimed at selecting
only those nodes providing valuable information (in terms of
RSS measurements quality). Furthermore, the node selection
strategy is also devoted to limit the cooperation mechanisms in
order to minimize energy consumption. More specifically, the
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node positions that minimize the Euclidean distance between
measured distances at the first phase and the distances computed using such position estimates. This is reflected in the
following expression:
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Example of an scenario deployment

proposed algorithm is aimed at optimizing the existing tradeoff in terms of position accuracy versus energy consumption.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Let us consider a network with N nodes. There are N1
nodes, whose exact locations are known (anchor nodes). The
location of the rest of nodes (N2 = N −N1 ) is unknown (nonlocated nodes). The main goal is to estimate the location of the
non-located nodes with the help of anchor nodes. Concerning
the anchor nodes placement, we follow the approach presented
in [8], where it is shown that the best anchor placement is
a centered circumference of radius equal to the root-meansquare (RMS) of the non-located nodes distances to the
center. One can see in Figure 1 an example of the scenario
deployment.
A. Measurement phase
As commented previously, we will consider an RSS-based
distributed cooperative algorithm for location estimation. The
first phase of the algorithm consists in obtaining internode
distances through RSS measurements. Distance will be obtained through the classical radio-propagation pathloss and
shadowing model [7]. Received Signal Strength (RSS) can
be expressed as the power received in node i from a signal
transmitted by node j, Pij , as:
RSSij = Pij = P0 − 10α log10 dij − vij (dBm)

(1)

where P0 is the power received in dBm at 1m distance, dij is
the distance between nodes i and j, parameter α is the pathloss
exponent and vij ∼ N (0, σv2 ) represents log-normal shadowfading effects, where the value of the standard deviation σv
depends on the characteristics of the environment. Given the
power received RSSij in (1), the MLE of the distance dij
between node i and j is derived. As a result, an estimate of
the actual distance is obtained, which is referred as δij .

where dˆij is the distance between nodes i and j, calculated
with the estimated position (or real coordinates if node j is an
anchor) of nodes i and j, Si is the number of nodes (anchor
and non-located) that cooperates in the position estimation of
non-located node i, and x are the coordinates of nodes.
The minimization of the cost function of (2) will carried
out with a distributed iterative method. We adopt a distributed
strategy due to its scalability and robustness. Each nonlocated node iteratively computes, at each time instant t, its
own coordinates x̂i by minimizing CLS through a distributed
gradient descent mechanism:
x̂i (t) = x̂i (t − 1) + γ

(δij − dˆij )eij

(3)

jSi

where eij is the unit vector that takes the orientation between
the node i and node j and γ is the step size.
As iterative methods depend on initial values, in the literature, are presented many methods to obtain better initial
values for the variables. In that sense, is presented in [7],
the concept of collaborative methods, in which the initial
values are obtained with a proper localization algorithm, e.g
MultiDimensional Scaling (MDS). It is a good option but
it increases the computational cost. Another proposal is the
initialization with random values. It is a simple method but it
would result in a higher number of iterations. We propose to
intialize each x̂i (0) with the coordinates of the nearest anchor
node. When the node i set its own group Si , it has to find the
nearest anchor node and take its coordinates as its own initial
coordinates. In the case that an anchor node is not present,
random coordinates are selected. By doing so, an initial value
closer to the final solution is obtained without increasing the
computational cost.
C. Energy consumption model
In this paper we also control the energy consumption of the
network. To do so, we consider the model of the total amount
of energy consumed presented in [9]:
 = (μRx + μTx )

B. LS Cooperative algorithm
Once the relative distances between nodes have been obtained, the position estimates for each non-located node are
obtained by means of the Least-Squares criterion. Position
estimates are calculated by obtaining the set of non-located



N
2



S i − N2

κ

(4)

i=1

where κ is the number of iterations of the algorithm and μTx
and μRx are the energy consumption to transmit and receive,
respectively, a message.
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III. S ELECTION M ECHANISM
As commented above, this paper is focused on the derivation
of a node selection algorithm in order to restrict the cooperation mechanism to those nodes providing accurate RSS
measurements. Next, we present the derivation process of such
algorithm.
A. Motivation
Consider a cooperative scenario where one node is only
allowed to cooperate with those nodes having an RSS higher
than a specific threshold RSSth (i.e., node j cooperates with
node i if RSSij >RSSth ). In Figure 2, we present the mean
absolute error obtained in the position estimates of such a
scenario as a function of the selected threshold. It is observed
that lowers errors can be obtained with lower thresholds, i.e.
by allowing the cooperation with a higher number of nodes.
However, it is remarkable that the error is not monotically
decreasing and the error is saturated for low thresholds values.
This is basically due to the effects commented previously
that having a further node becomes in a higher error in
distance estimate. On the other hand exists, also a relation
with the presence of more anchor nodes cooperating in the
estimation of coordinates. For that reason, we propose to limit
the number of cooperating nodes by selecting a threshold value
that provides an appropiate error value in terms of position
accuracy. The use of a selection threshold is aligned with the
WSN philosophy in terms of reduced complexity, size and
cost of the terminals. By doing so, the number of cooperating
nodes, those within group Si , is reduced and energy efficiency
can be improved. For example, the difference in error obtained
with a threshold of -88 dBm or -95 dBm is minimal but the
number of cooperating nodes can be further reduced with the
first option, i.e. thus reducing energy consumption.
B. Selection Criterion
In order to select an appropiate RSS threshold, the use of an
exhaustive search based on computer simulations is mandatory,
due to the complexity involved in the problem at hand. The
procedure is even more complex when the large variety of
possible scenarios is taken into consideration. In order to avoid
that, we propose a simpler method. Basically, the idea is to
select the highest RSS threshold that assures that a minimum
number of anchor nodes are cooperating with the considered

Fig. 3.

Number of anchor nodes inside the radio range of a node

non-located node. Clearly this criterion also implies that a set
of non-located nodes will be also present in the region of
interest for cooperation purposes. In particular, we first fix
the mean number of anchor nodes and using this number the
RSS threshold is obtained. This metodology provides us a
closed-form expression to obtain the required threshold for
each possible scenario. Next, we present how such closedform expressions can be obtained.
The number of anchor nodes inside the range of node i is
(see Figure 3):
(xi ,yi )
Nanchor

=

N1


I(||(xi , yi ) − (xaj , yja )|| < rth )

(5)

j=1

where I() is the indicator function (i.e. I(a)=1 if a is true)
and (xi , yi ) and (xaj , yja ) are the coordinates of the non-located
node i and anchor node j, respectively.
Then, the mean number of anchor nodes inside the range
of node i is:
 
(xi ,yi )
Nmi =
Nanchor
f (xi , yi )dxi dyi
(6)
x

y

where f (x, y) is the p.d.f of the nodes position distribution
along the area. Without loss of generality, we consider a
uniform distribution of the non-located nodes in the network
(for a given time realization). Introducing (5) in (6) we obtain:
  
N1
1
I(||(xi , yi ) − (xj , yj )|| < rth ) dxi dyi (7)
Nm =
A
x y j=1
where A is the total area of the considered scenario. Since the
nodes are uniformly distributed the mean number of anchor
nodes inside a radius rth becomes:
Nm ≈

N1

j=1

2
πrth

2
1
N1 πrth
=
A
A

(8)

Once we have the closed-form expression in (8), we need to
establish the dependency of the coverage range radius with the
RSS threshold. We will consider two different approximations
based on different propagation models.
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Pathloss model
In this case we only consider the pathloss model dependency. In other words, we model the received power as a
function inversely proportional to the distance elevated to the
pathloss exponent.
P0
(9)
RSS P L = α
r
If the expression of rth obtained from (8) is introduced
in (9), the RSS threshold becomes:


2/α α/2
N1 πP0
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Pathloss & shadowing model
In this case, we consider both the effects of pathloss and
shadowing, appearing in (1). The relation between radio range
radius and received power is expressed as follows:
•

RSS
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10

log N (0, σv2 ).

0

∼
being z a log-normal variable, z = 10
Therefore, Nm is also a random variable in this case. Taking
this into account, we need to search the mean value of Nm .
1 2
Using the value of the rth in (8) and being E[Z] = eμv + 2 σv
the mean of a lognormal variable, we can write:
2/α
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πN1
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As in the previous case, this dependency is combined with
eq. (8) and the result is the following RSS threshold:
⎞α/2
⎛
σ 2 2(log 10)2
2/α v
2
100α
N1 πP0 e
P L&S
⎠
RSSth
=⎝
(13)
N̄m A
As observed, eqs. (10) and (13) allow us the computation
of the required threshold in terms of the desired mean number
of anchor nodes (Nm ).
In order to show the validity of the obtained expressions,
we compare in Figure 4 such approximations with the actual
dependency of Nm with the RSS threshold obtained by means
of computer simulations. The three different thresholds shown
sim
, which is the RSS threshold obtained with simare: RSSth
PL
,
ulations that assures a number Nm of anchor nodes; RSSth
which is the RSS threshold obtained with (10) (pathloss
P L&S
, which is the RSS threshold obtained
model); and RSSth
with . (13) (pathloss & shadowing model). As observed in
Figure 4, both equations achieve a good aproximation when
high values of RSS threshold are considered. For low values of
RSS threshold the behavior of both approximations becomes
worse. This is because the Nm value of the eq. (6) is obtained
by disregarding the edges of the area (see Figure 5). Therefore,
as the RSS threshold is reduced, the coverage radius increases
and an extra area outside the edges is considered. As observed
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Effect of increasing the RSS threshold

in the following, this effect has not a big impact on our design
as we focus on selecting only the closest nodes.
Besides, Figure 4 shows that the best approximation is
obtained with the pathloss model (eq. (10)) and for that reason
we focus on this scheme in the sequel. The problem with the
approximation given by (13) is that the shadowing effects overestimate the RSS when the power is expressed in lineal (as
adopted in (13)).
IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents the performance of the selection
criterion. Simulations have been done simulating an indoor
scenario. RSS-based systems introduce a great technical difficulty to develop a location system in indoor scenarios.
This is because, relationship between the RSS values and
the distance estimations depends, to a great extent, on the
propagation environment. For that reason, we focus on this
challenging scenario in order to show the value of the proposed
strategy for wireless sensor networks adopting RSS-based
localization. The experimental and simulation parameters are
shown in Table I. The minimum RSStreshold (-96 dBm) is the
sensitivity of the IRIS motes [10] used in the experimental
results. Hence we consider this as the minimum achievable
threshold.
A. Computer simulation
In Figure 6, it is plotted the mean absolute error for different
values of Nm . The results show that in a 24 anchor scenario
the error is ≈ 5.9m with a value of Nm equal to 3. If we
compare with the error at maximum radio range, equivalent
to Nm = 15, the difference in terms of error is approximately
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
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Simulation Parameters
Size of sensor field
Number of non-located nodes (N2 )
Distance-power gradient α
Standard deviation σv
First-meter RSS P0
Minimum RSSth (IRIS hardware constraint)
Anchor radius
energy consumption to transmit or receive μTx or μRx
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of ≈ 0.23m. This maximum range is fixed by the sensitivity
of the receivers. In the 24 anchor scenario, we obtain a better
performance with a lower value of Nm . If we observe the
16 anchor node scenario, the mean absolute error value at
the maximum radio range, corresponding to Nm = 10, is ≈
5.96m. If we set the value of Nm equal to 3, we achieved
an error of ≈ 6.4m. We obtain an increment in the error of
≈ 0.44m, with respect to the error results at the maximum
range.
One can see that at the maximum range, both scenarios (16
anchor and 24 anchor) achieve the same error performance. In
that case, the 16 anchor scenario needs a lower value of Nm .
It is a normal behavior because the RSS threshold needed to
achieve a certain Nm is higher in a 16 anchor scenario. In
other words, with the same RSS threshold, the value of rth
will be higher in a 16 anchor scenario than in a 24 anchor
scenario. Each group Si will have more nodes cooperating (in
a 16 anchor scenario), hence the information is more reliable.
It is also observed in Figure 6 that the threshold derived in
PL
) has a similar behavior, interms
the previous section (RSSth
of error, than the actual one obtained by means of simulation
sim
).
(RSSth
Our second issue is the reduction of the energy consumption. It is shown in Figure 7 that with a fixed number of Nm
the energy consumption is always higher when the network
has a lower anchor density. As commented before, when the
anchor node density is higher we need a higher value of the
RSS threshold to achieve a certain value of Nm . That means a
lower number of non-located nodes inside group Si . In terms
of efficient energy, then, it is better to deploy more anchor
nodes in the network. However, this increases the cost of the

whole WSN.
As commented above, our interest is to optimize the position
accuracy versus energy efficient tradeoff. For that reason, we
present in Figure 8 the mean absolute error in terms of the
energy consumption. As observed, the optimum point is at
Nm = 3 for both proposed scenarios. In a 24 anchor scenario
we obtain an error of 5.9 meters and an energy consumption
of 15.3 mJ. On the other hand, in a 16 anchor node scenario,
the error achieved is 6.4m and an energy consumption of
15.5mJ. Comparing this consumption with the one obtained at
the maximum radio range, the reduction achieved is an 80%
and a 76% for a 24 and 16 anchor scenario, respectively.
In summary, it is observed that the proposed node selection
technique is able to provide a good trade-off in terms of
positioning accuracy vs. energy consumption when parameter
Nm is set to 3. Therefore, the proposed strategy is quite
appropriate for WSN deployment: each sensor has only to
cooperate with those nodes with a RSS above a threshold and
this threshold can be easily computed at each node by means
of the proposed closed-form expression.
B. Comparison with ML
Next we compare the previous results (obtained with
NodeSelection-LeastSquares algorithm) with those provided
by a positioning system adopting Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimation, method where all the nodes are used in the
cooperation process. In particular we compare both distributed
methods in terms of position accuracy and energy consumption
(see Figure 9).
A similar behaviour is observed for both schemes in terms
of positioning accuracy. The NS-LS algorithm outperforms
the ML method when the scenario has more than 14 anchor
nodes, otherwise, ML method has a better accuracy but
performance is slightly improved. Besides, NS-LS algorithm
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C. Experimental Validation
In order to check the performance in a real scenario, we have
done measurements in an indoor scenario with the IRIS motes
@2.4GHz of Crossbow [10] (see Figure 10). The total number
of nodes with unknow position, N2 , is 9 (see Figure 11).
One can see in Figure 12 that in a real environment, a
similar performance to that theoretically predicted in Figure 2
is achieved. By fixing a value of Nm = 3 (as determined
in subsection IV-A, the threshold is -72dBm resulting in a
position error equal to 1.25 meters. We can see in Figure 12,
that the result obtained is near a local minimum of the error.
Although this point is not the global minimum, the trade-off
between energy and accuracy is good as energy is a increasing
function of the RSS threshold.
Finally, it is worth noting that the values of the error
obtained here are lower than the values achieved in previous
computer simulations. This is justified by the fact that the
experimental results are done for a small scale network.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a node selection criterion
aimed at optimizing the position accuracy versus energy
efficiency trade-off. Since wireless sensor networks are energy
resource-constrained networks, our selection criterion fixes the
RSS threshold, so it does not imply any additional cost in
size or complexity. This threshold is computed to guarantee a
mean number of anchor nodes (Nm ) inside the range of all
the nodes of the network. The idea is to obtain an Nm value
that allows the optimization of the existing trade-off in terms
of accuracy vs. energy consumption. An excellent behavior in
terms of position accuracy versus energy trade-off is obtained
with Nm = 3. Besides, we have presented experimental results

that validates the proposed method and we have compared
it with ML showing the efficiency of the solution. Hence,
Node Selection-Least squares algorithm achieves a similar
performance in terms of accuracy but an important reduction
in terms of energy consumption is provided.
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